We demonstrate a technique that determines the phase of the photon-echo emission from spectrally resolved intensity data without requiring phase-stabilized input pulses. The full complex polarization of the emission is determined from spectral intensity measurements. The validity of this technique is demonstrated using simulated data, and is then applied to the analysis of two-color data obtained from the light-harvesting molecule lycopene. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.227401 PACS numbers: 78.47.Fg, 42.30.Rx, 42.50.Md, 78.47.nj Photon-echo femtosecond spectroscopy is an important tool for directly probing the dynamics of electronic processes in condensed phase systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The photon-echo emission follows nonlinear excitation of an electronic system and is used to monitor its time-dependent evolution and, by inference, its dynamical properties. The nonlinear excitations are normally realized by three ultrashort laser pulses, incident on the sample in a four-wave mixing configuration, which interact with the electronic medium to create a fourth pulse with a frequency that conserves energy and a direction that conserves momentum.
Photon-echo femtosecond spectroscopy is an important tool for directly probing the dynamics of electronic processes in condensed phase systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The photon-echo emission follows nonlinear excitation of an electronic system and is used to monitor its time-dependent evolution and, by inference, its dynamical properties. The nonlinear excitations are normally realized by three ultrashort laser pulses, incident on the sample in a four-wave mixing configuration, which interact with the electronic medium to create a fourth pulse with a frequency that conserves energy and a direction that conserves momentum.
The time sequence of the incident pulses may be varied to enable the direct determination of the dynamical properties of the target system. Such spectrally resolved photon-echo spectroscopy measurements are characterized by time evolution parameters. For three-pulse experiments, these parameters are the interval between the first and second pulses, , the time between the second and third pulses, T, and the time after the third pulse, t. The incident laser frequency, ! 0 , is chosen so as to excite a selected level of the target system. For a given T, the output electric field, E T ; ! t , is related to the measured intensity, I T ; ! t , as I T ; ! t jE T ; ! t j 2 . Clearly, the phase of this electric field is lost in the process of measuring
Where all of the incident pulses have the same frequency, heterodyne techniques may be used to measure directly the phase of E T ; ! t , so as to provide a measurement of the oscillating electric field generating the pulse and reflecting the time-dependent evolution of the quantum state of the system. This technique, two-dimensional Fourier-transform spectroscopy (2DFTS), has yielded insight into the electronic and vibrational dynamics in a diverse range of systems, from biological complexes [5, 6] to small molecules [7] [8] [9] and semiconductor nanostructures [10, 11] .
A further degree of freedom can be introduced by independently varying the color of one or more of the pulses. Unlike one-color 2DFTS, this is able to reveal explicit information about the dynamical coupling within multilevel systems where different transitions cannot be driven by a single laser pulse. In this case, however, heterodyne detection becomes impractical as carrier envelope phase stabilization of each laser pulse would be required in addition to the optical phase stabilization required for one-color measurements.
In the present Letter, we cast the determination of the complex function E T ; ! t from the real, non-negative values of I T ; ! t , as measured by one-or two-color 2DFTS, as an inverse problem. The solution is obtained with the addition of a priori information as constraints, a formulation that is structurally identical to the FROG algorithm employed in characterization of ultrashort laser pulses [12, 13] . It is well known that inverse problems of this two-dimensional form have a unique solution in all but some rare but well-characterized cases [14] .
The FROG algorithm employs concepts borrowed from the iterative phase retrieval methods that have been developed for electron and optical imaging [15] . In FROG, the known nonlinear response of the gating medium is incorporated as a constraint on the solution. Since the response of the target to the incident field is precisely the quantity to be determined in the present work, we instead impose known restrictions on the effective temporal domain variables, in analogy to the use of effective spatial support information that is used in high-resolution x-ray imaging, a method demonstrated to be able to reconstruct very complicated complex objects [16] .
The interpretation of transport dynamics in photon-echo spectroscopy is established through the frequency correlation, S T ! ; ! t , which is related to E T ; ! t by
where , denotes a one-dimensional Fourier transform and and ! are conjugate variables. We also consider the signal function, s T ; t, which is defined by the Fouriertransform relations E T ; ! t , s T ; t on the conjugate variables t and ! t . Here, we employ domain constraints on s T ; t and S T ! ; ! t to solve for the phase of E T ; ! t using the measured data, I T ; ! t .
The structure of the phase retrieval algorithm employed here is shown in Fig. 1 . The procedure is initialized by assigning random, complex values to s T ; t for ; t 2 T , and setting s T ; t 0 otherwise. It remains to define precisely what is known about T , the effective twodimensional domain over which s T ; t Þ 0. First, we know s T ; t 0 for < 0 and t < 0. We also know from our experimental intensity measurements that jE T ; ! t j falls to negligible values for values of greater than some cutoff, max . Since dephasing occurs within t < max and rephasing occurs at t for a photon echo, we do not expect significant signal for t > max . The signal is, therefore, defined by a support function, T S , defined by
In the (! , ! t ) domain, further constraints may be imposed by the transition frequencies and broadenings, and the laser frequencies. In the simplest implementation of the scheme, the iteration is continued until the rms deviation between the measured amplitudes of E T ; ! t and those obtained by propagation of the algorithm fall below a specified tolerance.
To test the validity of this method, we applied it first to a set of test data. The simulated data were obtained for a Vtype three-level system, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , by solving the Bloch equations using the method described in [17] , where the signal is proportional to the third order polarization. The two excited states were separated by 4 meV (giving ground state transitions of 1.400 and 1.404 eV) and are coupled solely through the shared ground state. Correlated inhomogeneous broadening of 3 meV was introduced for the excited state transitions; lifetimes of 10 ps and coherence times of 5 ps were used for both excited states; and the excitation energy was set to 1.402 eV.
Figure 3(a) shows the output from the simulation E T ; ! t which is used as the pseudoexperimental data. In order to retrieve the phase, many different initial guesses of the time-resolved behavior are used. The most common final solution for the phase of the signal, and the one with the lowest error metrics, is taken as the final solution.
The correlation spectra obtained directly from the simulation and from the spectral intensity data following phase retrieval are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. In general, the recovered spectrum shows good agreement with the real data and allows us to identify the salient information, providing a good example of what is expected for a three-level system, with two strong signals on the diagonal and two on the off-diagonal. Figure 3(d) compares the recovered data to the real values by plotting the projection of the diagonals onto the horizontal axis. The recovered data points show good agreement, falling on or close to the line representing the real values, and thereby also accurately reproducing the inhomogeneous linewidth. As another comparison, Fig. 3(e) plots the projection of the antidiagonal, crossing through ! ! t 1:400 eV for the real and recovered data. In this case the recovered data points show greater deviations from the expected line; however, the agreement is still good and still allows accurate calculation of the homogeneous linewidth which would not normally be accessible directly from experiment. The small variations observed are due to imperfectly defined support constraints, and it is expected that implementing techniques such as the ''shrink-wrap'' algorithm [18] to better define the support, and other refinements to the a priori information, will improve the agreement.
The agreement attained in these correlation spectra show that the phase retrieval method described here, while not perfect, is able to reproduce the complete phase of the photon-echo emission. This technique thereby allows us to obtain the same information as 2DFTS experiments that use heterodyne detection, without the requirement of phase stability between four pulses, and enables greater flexibility.
One limitation of 2DFTS experiments that require phase stability is that they are only suitable for one-color excitation. However, much important information can only be obtained from two-color experiments, for example, the coherent transfer of electrons between excited states as identified in [4] . The phase retrieval technique described here applies equally well to two-color data so we can obtain the full temporal evolution of the electric field polarization of a two-color photon-echo signal, and hence
FIG. 1 (color online)
. Flow chart for the phase retrieval algorithm, which constrains E T ; ! t with respect to the temporal support of s T ; t.
FIG. 2. (a)
The three-level system used for the simulation, and (b) the partial energy structure of lycopene.
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the frequency in the time interval. We demonstrate this below for experiments performed on the molecule lycopene. Lycopene is one of a class of molecules called carotenoids that are of significant interest due to their lightharvesting properties, and their role in photosynthesis [19] . The partial energy structure of lycopene is shown in Fig. 2(b) . We selected the laser wavelengths such that ! 2 ! 3 ! S1 2:47 eV are resonant with the 1A ÿ g to 1B u (v 0 ! 0) transition, and ! 1 2:60 eV is slightly below the 1A ÿ g to 1B u (v 1 ! 0) resonance (! S2 2:64 eV). The pure four-wave mixing (FWM) signal from these beams in the phase-matched direction ÿk 1 k 2 k 3 will be at ÿ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 2:35 eV. A signal from the two-photon coherence, which generates a coherent superposition of the two excited states, will be at ÿ! S2 ! 2 ! 3 2:31 eV. If there is coherent relaxation from the 1A ÿ g to 1B u (v 1 ! 0) transition excited by pulse 1 to the transition involving the v 0 state excited by pulse 2, then there will also be some emission at 2.47 eV.
In two-color experiments, it becomes more difficult to interpret the correlation spectra, as the frequency after the first pulse, ! , may be different to the frequency of the signal, ! t , since the frequency of the signal in the phasematched direction ÿk 1 k 2 k 3 is given by ! t ÿ! ! 2 ! 3 . Therefore, the central frequency on the ! axis is determined by the frequency of the first pulse rather than the frequency of the emission. Thus, the diagonal in the correlation spectrum does not represent the line where ! ! t , but rather the expected signal frequency, ! t , for a given ! , assuming no transfer between states in the period T. When there is transfer between states in this period, these are identified by the off-diagonal elements, as is the case in one-color experiments.
Experimental data was acquired using a system reported in detail elsewhere [3] . Figures 4(a)-4(c) show the spectral intensity data as a function of delay for fixed delays T 0, 80, 160 fs (i.e., pulse-2 arriving 0, 80, 160 fs before pulse-3), while Figs. 4(d)-4(f) show the corresponding correlation spectra. In Figs. 4(a)-4(c) it is apparent that some signal falls in the region < 0 in contradiction of the support constraints, T S . This is because the laser pulses have a finite duration (100 fs) and the experimental timings are taken from the center of the pulse. In order to account for these shifts in and t, T S was modified accordingly.
From the raw experimental data, it can be clearly seen that there are signals at ! t 2:348 eV and 2.315 eV, as predicted, and that as the fixed delay, T, is increased the intensity of the lower energy peak increases while that of the higher energy peak decreases. However, there is no signal at 2.47 eV (not shown in the figure) indicating that there is no coherent relaxation between the two vibrational levels. The correlation spectra show a similar trend, but also reveal more information. At T 0, there is a diagonal   FIG. 4 (color online) . The spectral intensity data from twocolor photon-echo experiments on lycopene are shown as a function of delay for fixed delays T of (a) 0 fs, (b) 80 fs, and (c) 160 fs. The corresponding correlation spectra calculated from the raw data using the phase retrieval algorithm are shown in (d)-(f). PRL 100, 227401 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 6 JUNE 2008 peak corresponding to the pure FWM signal from the lasers, i.e., where ! ! 1 , and a weaker off-diagonal signal corresponding to excitation at ! 1 and emission at a value of ! t expected for ! ! S2 . This indicates that the 1A ÿ g to 1B u (v 0 ! 1) transition is still being driven off-resonance over the period , but there is some subsequent relaxation. When T 80 fs, the diagonal peak at ! ! 1 is still strong, but there is also a diagonal peak at ! ! S2 and a clearer off-diagonal peak than at T 0. This indicates that the polarization is partially oscillating at the transition frequency and partially oscillating at the laser frequency over the period , which can now be up to 80 fs, and there is further coupling to the transition after the second pulse. At T 160 fs, the diagonal peak at ! ! S2 is increased relative to the other two peaks, indicating that in this case, over the period , the polarization is predominantly oscillating at the transition frequency, and a coherent superposition between the two excited state vibrational levels is generated.
From these results, we are able to identify that a coherent superposition of the two vibrational levels can be generated by driving the two transitions from the ground state, but there is no observable transfer of coherence from the higher energy transition to the lower one. By obtaining the 2D correlation spectra, we are also able to identify the dynamics of the coupling of an off-resonance driving field to the resonant polarization of the transition. As expected, we find that by the time the laser pulse has passed through the sample, the polarization is predominantly oscillating at the transition frequency, and the coupling of the laser field to the transitions occurs throughout the duration of the laser pulse.
It is clear, even from this relatively simple example, that this phase retrieval technique will allow more detailed analysis than previously achievable. For example, in [4] the authors identify the presence of coherent coupling by the presence of a signal in the two-color photon-echo experiment, but are unable to characterize all of the details of the dynamics because they do not have access to the phase distribution of the signal. By applying these phase retrieval techniques, we would now be able to examine in detail the dynamics and mechanisms of the coupling.
In conclusion, we have presented a method that allows the recovery of the full temporal evolution of the polarization from spectrally resolved intensity data of photonecho experiments. We have demonstrated its validity using simulated and experimental data, establishing its ability to retrieve the phase accurately from intensity data. The great advantage of this technique compared to the direct experimental determination of the phase of photon-echo signals by heterodyne detection is that it can be applied to twocolor photon-echo experiments. The application of this procedure to real two-color photon-echo data from lycopene establishes that phase stability is not required in the experimental arrangement.
